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The Takarazuka Revue is an all-woman theatre company that was founded in 1913

by Kobayashi Ichizo, impresario, politician and owner of railways and department

stores, as an attraction to a failing spa resort. The Revue, which performs

musicals, has grown into a huge enterprise of popular culture, with a training

academy, two theatres, television shows and international tours.

Jennifer Robertson presents her book as ‘yan exploration of the overlapping

discourses of gender, sexuality, popular culture and national identity as they

erupted into the world framed by Takarazuka’. It is a ‘framed’ view of Japanese

society during the C20, a time of extreme change and upheaval. Robertson, a

Professor of Anthropology, stresses that she does not want merely to ‘explain or

rationalize B in terms of A’ – one culture explained by another. Rather her approach

mirrors the Revue itself and her narrative is presented in a montage of related

chapters which contain ‘the relevant material necessary to make new associations

and connections’. Robertson provides a thoroughly researched context which covers

the essential linguistic information required for insight into the subtleties of social

interaction in Japan and situates her study within a wide frame of reference which

embraces social, historical and gender issues.

The Revue is characterized by the adoption by women actors of male roles de-

picted in a stylized manner that is based upon a polarization of gender

stereotypes. Thus, Takarazuka masculinity conforms to certain exaggerated or

‘camp’ postures while its femininity represents a stereotypical Japanese ideal.

From 1629, women had not been allowed to perform in public and, even after the

changes brought about by the Meiji restoration in 1868, actresses were regarded as

‘defiled women’. The Takarazuka training regime places girls in a protected

environment which ensures their respectability. Soon after entry, girls are assigned

what Robertson calls their ‘secondary gender’: permanently assumed female or

male personas. Those who take male parts in the Revue must adopt – often off-

stage as well as on-stage – the complex web of Japanese male signifying language

and behaviour.

The themes of the Takarazuka Revues through the near century of its existence

reflect social change and can be seen as propaganda for prevailing values at any

given time. The Revue’s (male) managers are disingenuous about this and are

responsible for the official view that it only depicts an escapist dreamworld. But,

in order to survive, it has responded to changing attitudes.
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Thus, while the face of the Takarazuka Revue presents itself as quintessential

Japan, ‘unsullied and uncompromised by the ugly realities and uncomfortable

memories of wartime atrocities’ – although, as Robertson describes, its ‘performed

empire’ – its survival, like that of Japan, depended on the assimilation of new

ideas and the adaptation of them to its own framework. For example, Robertson

shows that from the 1970s the Revue’s erotic element was exploited to regain

audiences at a time when Japan was reassessing the cost of rapid development

and ideas of what constituted national values were changing. In the microcosm of

Takarazuka, changed values resulted in a more explicit ‘toying with the boundaries

of sexual transgression’ when, for example, ‘butch–femme’ couples are idealized

in fanzine poses. The fundamental ambivalence of the Revue was acknowledged

when its themes began to describe its message, even to the extent of entitling

a 1985 revue Androgyny. The ‘erotic allure of the Takarasiennes’ (actors,

described in borrowed French) was directed towards the devoted fans, most of

whom were women. The persona of the otokoyaku (male) figure, which ‘blends

markers of ‘‘female’’ and (male) gender’ to define androgyny exemplifies,

according to Robertson, ‘a theory of body politics’ which interrogates ‘naturalized

dualities’.

The theme of hybridity, ambivalence and androgyny runs through the book and

links the various social, historical and gender discourses. Following Andreas

Huyssen’s definition of ‘mass culture as woman’, Robertson proposes that, in

Japan, mass culture is, more appropriately, androgyne. The androgyne of the

Takarazuka Revue acts to order, contain and conceal. Robertson shows that the

Revue has ‘completed a developmental cycle’ of popular culture from a ‘founding

‘‘text’’ of modernism’ through to wartime propaganda to become part of the post-

war move to invent traditions and, more recently, to adapt to a form which is in

competition with the new technologies. Modern fans are more demanding than in

the past and require new ideas in place of ‘recycled oldies and formulaic new

material’.

Robertson draws on both Western texts and on a wide range of Japanese sources,

including the Revue archive to which access proved difficult: she indicates that her

supposed agenda was not compatible with the official image of the Revue as a

purveyor of innocent dreams. Her book is at once scholarly and readable –

unputdownable for those interested in the layers that define Japanese society. She

succeeds in calling on contemporary discourses to work between those layers and

expose interconnecting meanings which link the androgyny of the Revue with ‘the

new social crossings and conflicts associated with modernism and its accomplice,

modernization’.
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